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4 Sticks and Stones Rick Lewis
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   Skye Cleary asks the author about Surfing with Sartre
47 Obituary: Jerry Fodor
   Daniel Hutto says goodbye to a great thinker and debater

WAR & PHILOSOPHY
6 The Philosophy of War
   Ziyad Hayati explains how it evolved down the ages
10 Bergson: Rights, Instincts, Visions & War
   Carl Strassen beeds Henri Bergson’s warnings about the war-instinct
14 Asian Non-Violent Voices
   Oidinposha Imamkhodjaeva on some Eastern kinds of pacifism

GENERAL ARTICLES
18 The Puzzle of Patriotism
   Phil Badger examines three models of patriotism
22 Free Will Is Still Alive!
   Carlo Filice is determined to argue for free choice
25 Is Everything A Computer?
   Paul Austin Murphy wonders whether that’s logical
26 Splitting Chairs
   Quentin Mareuse carefully cuts some stuff up
29 Twelve Principles of Knowledge
   George Dunseth lists twelve tests for truth
30 Are You A Garbled Relativist?
   Ray Prebble won’t let relativists get away with vagueness
34 Why False Beliefs Are Not Always Bad
   Sally Latham reports on an unusual project

REVIEWS
48 Book: Experiencing Time, by Simon Prosser
   reviewed by Heather Dyke
50 Book: The Trolley Problem Mysteries, by Frances Kamm
   reviewed by Richard Baron
51 Book: Anger & Forgiveness, by Martha Nussbaum
   reviewed by Trevor Pateman
52 Film: Alien: Covenant
   Stefan Bolea on humans, non-humans and gods
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9 Philosophical Haiku: Siddhartha Gautama, the Buddha
   Terence Green
38 Brief Lives: Thomas Hobbes
   Alistair MacFarlane says he wasn’t nasty, brutish or short
41 Philosophy Then: Wittgenstein & The War
   Peter Adamson looks at what Wittgenstein did in WWI
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   Sean Moran thinks about sleeping on the job
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56 Tallis in Wonderland: On Looking at the Back of My Hand
   Raymond Tallis finds more there than just freckles
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58 Freedom 2199
   Jonathan Sheasby’s curious computer asks if freedom is real

Knowledge, or lack of it
Mini theme, pages 29-37

Time Flies
Or does it? Page 48

War & Peace
but not so long. Pages 6-16